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BY
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COVERING
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EVERY WEDNESDAY AT 9:30 - 11:30 AM EST
EACH CLASS HAS FOUR SESSIONS

TARJUMA OR WORD MEANING SESSION:
Class begins with word to word meaning of each ayah along with root words & similarities in urdu language in order to make it easily understandable.

TAFSEER SESSION:
First Session is followed by a detailed and easy to comprehend explanation of ayahs. Our focus is to highlight the practical aspects of Quran in daily life, so that hearts are softened and prepared to practice starting with baby steps.

RECAP AND Q&A SESSION:
Third session will be a short recap and opportunity to ask any questions related to lesson.

TAJWEED SESSION:
After break there will be a short Tajweed lessons. We will start from arabic letters and their articulation.

REGISTER :: www.arrahma.org/q101.pdf